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DALLIANCE DOWN FURTIVITY

A thing-minted day
Fresh as it lay full leafed on the flesh
Threads of spittle drying on the deadbolt
Where is the confidant harlot enough to hear me
Whipsaw savored preserved
Barns full of sabbath
Straddlefuck swizzlefuck
Fishnet purities may at last pass repose but
Mermaids lowered down chimneys
Coughing
Morphcam transfer monoprint cluster
Are you assisting at
The postponement of my poem
Where I came to samesex myself
To cohabit it 
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SON OF UNCLE SAM

From the trestle overpass I tossed
one of the chopped-off arms onto
a train heading for Miami and then
another limb upon a Chicago-bound

freight and so on until eventually all
of the sad parts were disposed of
in this manner, saving the head for last—
it went to L.A., they need heads

there, perhaps.  Dispersed around
the country each piece of the corpse
could never be accounted, my crime

would go unsung until that day the U
S of A unites to solve me, save me,
resurrect this never perfect body.
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BATH FRESHENER

What buoyed my steps in wine that evening
Curtains raining across the eyes
Their salmon insistence pallored all my closeups
Straightjacketed hallways backing out of the lens
What held me aloft and shining
Quivering like globs of earlobe jelly
Alarms of the lamps I was extinguishing
In a painful domestication of the dark
With the ink they made from Proust's urine
Which deigned to shed share with me though I shunned
That natural yoke till my fat shoulders broke
And my divingbell bedeviled by muses
That evening and every other whose-so-evening
What was it led me beyond those binoculars
Fathom heart in the smoke canals though nowhere
Nowhere do I get the planet bigbang as it were
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UNTITLED

If Charon poles you past
the first lines of this poem
you may enter,
I guess.  But don't look for the sign
that Dante left for Doris Dowling
to read when she died,
the path-sign
anyone of us might miss and go
the wrong way.  And anyway
here you are now in this noir
with Dan Duryea strangling
Doris during an alcoholic
blackout he won't remember until
the denouement.
Here you are now in this noir.
This blackout.
Dante, Doris, Dan, the whole gang is hellbent
on celebrating your intent
to squat back in the boat and let
it take us at least this far
if no more.
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POEM

a necktie
negates me

and of course
the shirt's worse

the pants
I can't I just can't

why do my clothes
oppose me

every costume
is contumely

hats hate me
and socks mock

indubitably my shoes
abuse

each coat
has got me by the throat

belt belts me about
pockets lock me out

shorts or briefs
both thwarts and griefs

the buttons too they
unite in mutiny

it's Kill Bill 3
daily they attack me

(stanza break)
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my gloves shove me
my sweater swears vendetta

every thread
wants me dead

my slacks exact revenge
whenever I change

into them each item
claims me its victim

just getting dressed
is dangerous

must I go nude afraid
of couturicide

what roused my attire
to this ire

what made this rent
between me and raiment

what caused this split
with each outfit

this breach
with the britches and such

why does my ensemble
want to bomb me

the closet's declared war
on me the defector

where's our armistice
pale in its healing surplice

(stanza break)
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the tender toga
that would tug us together

cause once I used to care
donning debonair

the latest fashion
in a flash I'd lash on

my ass in an ascot
my heart in a headshot

undoubtedly some labor
went into nabbing my clobber

acquiring my sport-dress
was not effortless

it took a lot of brute
pursuit to root out the right suit

for an occasion where
duds were de rigueur

the cost was not
inconspicuous oh what

caused this rift
with my shift

what made our aim
less uniform

was I ever arm in arm bent
with any garment

was I ever in sync-op
with my tanktop 

(stanza break)
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complain complain nag nag
least you got a rag

on your back my skeleton
pipes up lookame none

he's right what right
have I got to feel spite but

I never meant no
harm to them why

have they gone so
Tarantino 

on me 
when it could be

otherwise we could be lovers
but no all my clothing

is filled with loathing
for what it covers
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THE NOTH 

like a moth but not 
the noth flies
south to its ways
gift-wearing loneliness
moulting purities

handmedown-alone I'm
outerbound grown
from high yonderbye
noth wings are nothing
and nothing's why

each noth-nest is full 
of hungry cries
they speak for their beaks
and as they fly
they wave to their why

nights the noth migrates 
but days it returns
is it an insect or a bird
real or absurd
wish it was that straight

sometimes it swoops 
around my head
off-course who knows
where earthen it's been
so barren its share is

so child its sheer is 
here to ground
and air to polar
then back up to fare
a sortes of series

(stanza break)
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shall I wait for more 
expecting neglect
has found this foul
day to fall baffle
nightmare for soar

noth flight is right
route or wrong
shot to the ground
unstrung by a song
it must shrug to sing
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STUDIES FOR SELF-PORTRAITS

His face is full of amputatoes,
his lumpen profile wintry and solo,
with a corner-colored smile.

The ear is shaved by the eye,
the eye by the mouth—
bald features all.

Through dollops of closeups
I am exhibited entire,
enframed in a square glare
like a cyclops’s reading glasses.

I am impaled by the reverse prism
of a teardrop, by the absence
of all the colors it repels.

Anti-prism: it resists
the infusion of hue flesh,
the blush of embarrassment

your nipples feel
when your navel pouts.
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AFTER WALTER PATER

I slammed my shadow shut on light’s fingers.
My eyes were the color of the sun when it’s gone.

Through 6 Muzak eternities the poet bowed their head.
And never another said.

I bronc my soul faster than sync, I fall.  Meanwhile

one must go into museums in order
to remove the muses from them.

Pater of course proclaimed that music is
the supreme art, far superior to poetry.  

Following up in 1949 the Cobra artist/theorist 
Christian Dotremont published a pamphlet entitled
Je ne vais dans les musées que pour enlever les muselières

(I only enter museums to remove gags, or:

I go into museums for just one reason:
to rip off their muzzles).
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POEM IN TIEFMOS

Like sponges dipped in nude
a kiss of guess on the lids-like
discloses its thicket shed, eye-cro meld—

Dawn blinds hair before face
or thornless angelus deceives
but I faint on the figure-eight.

Apparently newshour once came
to complete me but time seems
to indicate moot might intervene

if I with blazing rations wait.  Yet
one little breath is misting itself
in suspension, a snapped off twig

or sap that jumps these yawns:—
art's aspirations leapgap, they make
the ripples on the lake linger

with circle-sorcery.  Kindest
thought when all is lost, stray
dice tossed in a flagmap coffin.

Limbs are lethal clamped in sate—
but elusive lines on our palms
resemble a key's cut, jag-edged

to unlock fate's chain-chart.  Future—
refuting that god who lets opposites
stride your unsaddled carpets.
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ENVY

My mother flung a drop of urine from
her hellhair/her pubis hiding in fear—
In anger my belly flings a drop of cum
back. On humanity's photograph

ripples appear, smack between the sight.
Unwrapped from the moment, time is born
in place of, always in place of.  And so
I pause here to currycomb bygones.  Now

there is an evil I cannot name because
its fellow evils will swirl around me crying
for like recognition.  Love?  That anthology!

It stuffs the shelves with die-all, deep rows
of throwaways where I long to forge that wedge,
that borderground bodyguard restored by bed.
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DOMESTIC

installed amid the kitchen
I cannot move from off
this coaster or stains from
babylon's measure will sink
the cup but if those distant
peaks would only remove
their turbans at once to show
how serene it is beneath
that predatory whiteness 
but is it ever as calm up there
as the mask I wear the mask
whose eyeholes or mouth
tend to scepter and sulk
like a sopped up elephant
so perhaps the moon's
sieve left those pockmarks on
the sea or else this is merely
more lackwork for amputated
jesters to scoff at don't ask
the mask split to the core
or the mask that inflicts
nothing on the face that
it has not already suffered
the daily ordeals the meals
amid the kitchenware stands
the muse that loves to leer
as I swivel my boffo butt
down in a shoeshine grotto
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SERIAL

will this straitjacket's laughter
suffer my jokes no room to escape
when ballad bullseyes enter
the needle's core they deafen me

what mortal moat of meat guards
this castle soul from siege
dust grooms the air for departure
currycombs my migraine's mugshots

on lassid beds to trade greedier snorts
how many dawns can we alleviate
my coffin-stained hands may intuit

piecing together the warped excuses
of your presence I hear crickets
pick up where rice krispies left off 
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POEM

Out the window snow falls like an insistent tugging
at a sleeve or a generalized sloppy tide of miracles.
They put a mirror in a testtube and call it clone. No
spermspume dripping down a favored wall of cave
to yield a stereo distance of shore—a petitioned real.
Some measure of contempt holds me ransom, makes me
pose like this in roughed up eye fashions. Amnesia
for other measures who suspect I play no part in my
identikit capsizing finally homo ref, mime corps
spreading immune icicles to blatant those targets,
savant I was incrueled by; remember my echo pulse
field of ratio blanket, verbs who crop up the futile—
gelid morning slim in its queue, the mold thumb
for an instant was poured that way. Appointedly.
World of roses in which the thing stands whole again,
programmed by phoning the echo, converting it
to cash behind me. Message intimate for the blond
sincerity if you repeat it slowly eyes closed. A delve
away from here the day I crowned prattler fills me
with mythbolic, and if I were not destined with it
I could foretell what vast sky constraining this
ensured the god of my wide road was you. Inevitable
enough for two, more borne than the one strands
painted less of, their scrawl all I knew in the end.
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AUTUMNAL

The tree lowers its anchor
Of foliage, mooring the one
Life I forgot to not
Reincarnate.

Now from scenes of former harrow
Burst free, playing tag
With Yorick's skull.

Since barefoot beats childhood
In the race to be alone, 
Brush departure from your path.

A leaf must fall to complete
Its stem's intent, but I wonder
If my branch meant to end in this
Sum of nothing equals one.
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GROUNDING

The earth should be waxed to make
the wind go faster than

the windmills.  And the sky,
the sky should be waxed also—

Because if the sky were waxed, 
our gaze would slide right off it,

and thus our love of the earth 
would be increased by not being

able to get an eyehold on 
anything above the earth.

The wall of all this wax girds me 
with assert desires, delire acerbs!

True but to its tremor, the teardrop 
alludes the cheek clear to the floor.
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[UNTITLED]

The throat of the wall holds
(fire of broken faucets) yea-when
tribal chants / gauge haven / oblique
stereosoph / sphere / thread / put a blindfold
on that handkerchief / stones riding a veil
across oceanfloors / while prodigies wrap
their mothers in clotheslines (bird-tassels,
ambivalent oblong abdullahs)—
(title: Why I Am Such a Laughingstock)
confessions no one bothers to lipsync
anymore— / highwire execution of baggies
kill them baggies the crowd screams
watertower girders, magicmarker resin (sap)
it seeps from the stem of ash / nozzle
tracks seaweed / over-excited by fright wigs
you remain first in our plus pale list / 
melting I became / lamination lit /
 a tampon with no teeth / 
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POEM

only his heel is human
the rest of him is a god
every stalwart sinew is shod
in immortality save
this fillet-cached fetish 
where we run our tongue
in through the boot-thong
longing to fellate
its fatal flesh
to taste that kick meal
that mortal meat beneath
the shinbone the only
tender tendon in
his body's bloody squadron
the only nonweapon
part of him the heel
his mom held him by
when she annealed
the rest of him in steel
if only the heel is human
foot fetishists feast
on these Achilles kisses
not usually known as
the unhardest part of the body
in his case alone it is
uniquely vulnerable sole
welded together by anklebones
the penile stele of heel is here
the most fragile member of
art's army if only our hearts
were similarly immune
to love's spears and thumptips
your hero needs no armor if
his Manolo Blahnik's stiffed quiffed
skullwarked enough 
to rebuff our lips
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SNAPSHOT

The tempo of the hair
Slows down the brow
Towards antiquity, yet
The whole head grows old
At a pace predestined.
Though the eyes' velocity varies,
I and perhaps all of me
Agree to observe these
Limits, to renounce the quick
Rose of that youthful glow
Skin has when viewed
Through a god's nightscope.
The time it takes his trigger
Accelerates even my face.
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[To the tune (sort of) “The Girl from Ipanema”:]

Britney passes and as she passes
she smashes the paparazzi masses
and all their asses lie spunk across the sidewalk—

Oh taste the gust of this gutter glass
with its bits its flecks of grit
with its golden rust
and then get scrunched
by that foot-horde of fans
and when you're ground
to mica-mote grains, think
of all your distant Disney days—

Beware if your hair is ugly
and stare when she puts in the jugglies
but what god creates a star
from smaller dust than this—

Now you want to run your tongue
along the pavement before it's gone
like a thousand stabs of flashcam crammed
into one—

Against the street go scrape your shoe
to scratch up some of that glitter grue
which those collision divas in their dashes
left just for you—

Hear a thousand marquees crashing
see the thousand names in lights you'll gash in
to your wrists if you can only pick up one slash
of it to good-bloody your fingers on
and unbody your skin till it's gone
gettin' it ready for the steadiclone—

(stanza break)
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Now Lindsay flashes her gorgeous gashes
and then she sasses all the nasties
that Britney hasn't
oh greet her feet as they flop there
meet your fate in her opera
then smooth-a-rama like a trauma
and move away from all the drama
before the sun can render it real   
and you're gunk under her heel
so junk you know how it feels
when your blood-scar congeals
like a CSI sequel deal
while a cupid cop-car squeals
zoom-in on some ambulance wheels
and closeup clang bang your morgue-door seals—
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PERSPECTIVES

all the horizon's lines are waver
like water age stained edge pages
turned rapidly till the book at hand
is the one we see out there

impatient to read further than
we can through sluttish papercuts
and spill the toehold unless its
landscape takes the quote route

allowance the order of my say
ramblethorn today and torn tomorrow
does our rest assure need a refill

the statue of X was placed carefully
for display inside his skeleton's ribcage 
the latter at least was lifesize
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AS IT SAYS

as it says in the epitaphs
carved daily on whitecaps
each wave announces
another death
until the ocean agrees
hulk-deep 
drowned in its ear-coring shells  
to sail that bloodstream
that dream clinging
to the life raft of the body
held afloat by
some inner tube heart
whose boring incisions of spray
mourn every shore they beach
in order to prime our pores 
for cessation for ruin
because like the impetus of comets
to peel off heading nowhere
into their depths 
I die at my dire window and
time's orbital stats ejaculate me
until I too agree
that honesty must be
ragged and its linebreaks shall
curtal or hurl themselves out
alternative in thrusts
like bakers kneading lava
waves carving away my headland
predatoring all I pray and
who knows they might even
peninsulate the poem
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GREENHOUSE GARDEN

Words you have to get by with alone
are not much help on a stone path,
captions jabbed in the dirt beneath 
flowers rarely convey our ignorance 

of their odors.  Old citations coin
this world: coiled in a coitus of aspirin,
it needs another splendor deep
ebbed from all, which surely isn't external:

that force bears whatever we can stand,
and the echo-axe clears every ground
the quote-gate builds.  Labeling everything

the same, tie-twisting with names its aim
to blossom we maim the poem.  Its words
stay still in all the tongues we try.
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DUSK

twilight insulates shadows from leaking
preserves their watertight forms
ebbing like grief in the eyes

the wild colors of the shore
numerous as a nipple
remind me of alphabets rippling

spiderheadwinds squall the enclosure
the gradual yawn of distance
its devious stones trample the cemetery

but we subside here (do we subside here)
placid hypocrisy laid 
bled/wed
speaking of weddings have you noticed how often
a martyr is betrothed to a crossroads

it gleams like a lame indent on the moon
that savior of dots

murmurs oppose testimony so
close-ups show the rest

peaks poke their necks up above their thirst

curses fly from balconies
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PICTURE

Meadow of matchsticks,
soon to be rekindled
by Spring the incendiary.

The exact flame of your blossoms
will ignite the passions
happily sapped by time—

Dripdrop their excess went
deep and now miners' hats
light up like love before

your vein, the frame of which
is there to depict the drift,
the waste when I painted

all the review copies
they sent me. But those books
open to polar pages where you

and I weigh the ends of this
teeter totem down, you
at the head and nadir me;

there where postmortem is 
the aura of self-portrait,
its other half regained at last.
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DRAMA

Tiresias's fingers trace the scars
on the ankles of Oedipus
to map out the blind routes
he will advise us not to follow

Newtonianisms cling
like crumbs to his mouth
each distance is aimed straight
plumblines measure these murders

the crowd gathers in the square
fruit plucked from keyholes
fill their hands while plague-winds
surge through them to make aisles

upstairs alone the artist
leans over carefully
and blots her watercolor
with camels to dry it
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QUEST

Hooking itself on a penis of alas,
certainly the waste won't acquaint us.

Yet grapes the glassblower finds wicked
may pass through fishgills quickly;

so a rose in its vein is a niche
nearer another no longer at reach.

More mail stamped with confetti comes.
Why does the carrier not care?

But I prefer a gravel of nutshells—
if my bare soles are to be hurt

let it be by the cast-offs of growth,
all seeds that swelled to cullflesh

and filled each hull to burstness:
please pierce my feet with their overt.
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BEACHED

Thaw, summer, melt from pastel to pastille—
a fruit's sweetness warning the greatness of death
to back off: hornbeeps, skidmarks so new, so fresh.

Cars, go and surround each beach.
Where drowned armpits flower toward the word.
Where even the sun refuses to be an icon.

In my room stand two razorpoles. I rub
back and forth between them. I vacillate
love, hate: it's exhausting continually

wiping the spittle off your face,
though the spitting itself is of course
quite effortless. Simile for waves.
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THE ACT

If love can be cornered
in the four arms of the act,
its room squared off
by equal exchange,

a cowering animal
whose back's to the wall.

By earlier harms
than mine haunted,
stalked and pinned;
yet the past surrounds itself
with portraits of the living;

prefrontal petal,
polysob sorb, a fate
hung highest arc is where
that slack-awe yawns us, a
cross of pierce-yielding hands.

Bleakklieg eyes, eyes of wreak.

Face chewed
by drool of last dosages.
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SONNET READY

rationally the poem
rashomons its words
redacts its theme
flashbackwards

the prairie has vagaries
but the plains are vague
sunwings soar in place
on their dim-beat shore

gold as the fumes that rise
from a drop of acid eating
its way down a finger
touched to heaven

I hate the homerun
[ready for conclusion]
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FLEDGLINGS OF THE CYMBAL

Dawn, the ledge of day, is where
every dreamer’s reflexes are tested;
one misstep is enough. Each waking
is a fall from that high surefootedness,

a descent from grace. All sleepers
thread their beds with this steadiest
of paths that they may arrive at last
in the plunge, the giddiness of worlds grasp—

Now who shall lift his hands to show
an hourglass in each armpit: birds emerge
screeching, we devour his wormgroin.
His moist declivities scour our habits.

When evening empties the buildings of
what is tall in them, we will return
each to his roost, ledging and listening
to a percussionist lapping against lilypads.
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IN BLACK AND WHITE

I wish my lovers would stop
pretending to be my genitalia,
chessman's gloves flung to ground.

Like a part in the hair we wander
through to find the vaingrays of,
the fears life uses to invent us
are over before they're post-apres.

Tonight's movie shares its marquee's
darkness; a knife's wealth is flesh;
poverty buys the calendar a day;
try to set your smoke free from its fix.

Seiged far by overmortal forces,
our filmstars' hurtled faces are
anonymously first to burst theirs.
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Lindsay Lohan sentenced to community service, janitorial duties at
the city Morgue—

Oh I'm moppin up the morgue
swabbin blood from off a slab
catch me at CorpseCam dot org
this cooler's cooler than rehab

the corpses all want to bop me
I know just how they feel
I've had some posthumes atop me
and I loves me some necrosqueal

Autopsy Hooker Death
is still my favorite band
but here they play their gits with
a scalpel in each hand

you can't get higher than dead
my co-stars beg me to score
embalming fluid hits hot-med
one shot it put you on the floor

got a freezer saved for Charlie
Sheen duhh it says on the sill
hey winner come join the party
goddess Lie-Low will cure your kill

now when I go face that jury
gonna wear a designer shroud
make my lindsayrazzi scurry
to excavate me from the crowd

the judges all claim they're solely
like helping me help myself
every damn program they enroll me
is a 12-step jailhouse of health

(stanza break)
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Doctor Drew he's drooling dick-fits
wants to save me on the TV
if I have my choice I'll stick with
these stiffs they make me squeegee

this Zombie Recruitment Center's where
I'll shoot my comeback revival
Xbox robots will cluster cum my hair
I'll be the Paula on Posthumous Idol

[etc]
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THE OTHER SAVIORS

For them the defeat was immediate,
I.e., from within.  The ribstrokes of my heart
Went and then the rain signed tangent its light
Across things reviving that red desert.

The slim stopsign amid far cacti stood
And made our surest land convert a course
Which every compass felt would rise renewed
If, us-effaced, I failed to trace my source.

See my countries carry their faraway
Farther away each day, hear survivors
Rip my page from their bribed bible and pray
This be the key whose doors collapse all frontiers.

Within the deepest room of which, eavesdrop-eyed,
You surprised a recognition on its deathbed.
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[UNTITLED]

matter anti-matter it's all ain't matter to me
the guns and the butter think I am the worst
the guns and the butter think I am their brother
they think I'm dirt

out of paper and teardrop I made a tongs
I crafted a calipers
to grasp
to snatch one last word from the hand of herd
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POEM

I must wait outside the place where life
occurs daily knowing I am out there—
it knows I'm here, I can hear it snicker.
I have tried to occupy the space my steps
left behind, but retrospect is difficult—
I approach the fall at heart once more
to find propensities of all we shelter,
what all else could I have done to strike
at the heart of matter's hour, habitually 
slammed cage— Each shy judgment or
slight or sight, that fame of facelessness
attacks the manic cheer as eagerly as
any instant persists: whoever said evening
says it still, and yet it is the one by one
I'm after surely, if I see the contiguity
lacks enough ampersands for the chance
to show the centipedes their shoe-size,
or in the hurt shirt of my breath worn
by no one I offer idioms bankrupt as
these.  Stark weave.  Amphora its arms
are to me, far shards in their delve of time
perish, days away from archeology.
I crawl with no let-up to reach more
reveries eyrie core, bufferzoned by score
scrutiny on a truce-pad table where
my hands keep making hammerless
gestures like simple-stilts quoting up
a virgin as if to explain, totaling all
the scars that flash across your teeth.
Insane they only multiply my iniquity:
let fad ampules taped to my hair refill
while the savory quill police kill me
with abc's nostril.  Skim taker of tidings
why do I prize each button Raggedy
Ann cast off in her quest to be free,

(no stanza break)
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why can't the vendor working queues
at the Unemployment Office sell his
wares?  Welter clad or moist open,
the lingering lichee of a kiss pushes
seeds of lesion blown like trapeze
salads through me.  Simper as I may
they correlate my envy, the enmity
even-numbered chessmen feel toward
the odd- .  How many ways pierced
with tumble-road I've traveled.  How
often its slick tonguey thread edge
whittles another love hone to hive me
over the progeny.  Spine-pillowed by
your prick I lie.
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THE LOVES OF A DRAIN

Their lovemaking summarizes the wallpaper,
Its repetitive visual rhythms find
Some chimed climax in every urgent thrust—
Designed to repeat patterns their flesh meets
And lies apart, subsumed in the loves
Of a drain.  Perhaps the drip of repetitive
Visual rhythms across the ceiling can
Conspire with the staple couplings of two
Who find themselves sinking fang-length into
The moment's pastel-tube, rubescent tongues
Insistent, barely salvaged by the lewd act
Gestures they denude the bed with, spewed
Wakenings whose transgressions of adage
Will summarize or merely specify what
Remains following the strip, the flotsam
Renting of clothes: the flout that occurs,
Venting voyage to lie on one's back and
Advocate rhymes, gurgling passionately—
Though mainpipes express them better than this; 
Internal plumbing greets these absurd faintings 
Across the sheets like a hand waving herds
Away from the precipice, the edge whose
Fidelity assuages their prayer to die here
Caught in this transit of self, sheer adversity
Scaled in ascent.  Otherwise to lie here
Seems false, submerged in this bare event that
Creates its alternate, in which one's part stays
Incidental, stock roles in a format score
Of excitation and release.  But can they whore
Themselves enough among the cursive coffin 
Stains on the blanket, the rack-rained designs
Mocked by what they try to cover over 
With arabesque or maze motions, shapes
Harmonized by how shy one can sty-occupy
This torture: clockwise counter, north south: why does

(no stanza break)
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That pig liquid motif find their mouths gorged
With mawk-peasant tunes, theme-untapped, the rapt
Of pine-swept violins replete with vulgar
Conductors percolating at the sink-rim of
"The Loves of a Drain," opus utter-timed
To rouse pious nights whose sudden faucets flush
Existence from their loins.  Purse-long to empty
Desolate fountains flowing in the hid
Innards of the house, the ones they address
Their plainest parts to, dear heart-to-hearts
No one overhears.  What fit intercourse
Can map the circuitous vein of thought,
Its juncturing thwarts and coverts caught
In the crook of architects' spine-mares,
Each foundation unjoining to reach apex
Here beneath the daily donkeytranq of sex
And cloister, trued transactions highgloss above
Their barer facts, crude basement tracts
Where waterheater toilet ducts convey
These thirsts and wastes in a train of vain pain,
Disposal chains that contort the house's id
Into its antithesis: bade channel constant,
Core beyond.  It creates its aura on
The theme of oasis.  It waits to inherit
The whole of empathy per desperate.
But nothing happens nonce; when recurrent
Orchestrations search our day's trite tryst for
A you're-perfect-darling ballet, then popsongs
May hoard off the hours boring death regales
Our lucifer belle with.  Maybe such a stray
Clay-cud of dinosaur—overcite scheme,
Sour sleeve for flesh's defenses to slay
Solar war with lunar warp—can lure surcease
At conversant intervals out of its.
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VEINS FIRST 

Confessions are asymptomatic
of discourse.
Its normal mode is ruin.
No wonder rivers run
to patent their innocence.

Aquarium emptied into a syringe,
each jab adds another
fish to our flow.

The opposite of statues,
dead until they start to crumble,
i.e. move: decay for them
is a kind of lazarusness,
a second life or really, in their case,
a first.
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VISITS (to X)

Belonging to all that moves through me,
I always go to look back through
the rearview.

Trees upholster the car in shade,
but no comfort can delay
its start. Its way
is laid out, is you.

A rushed goodbye is truer
than leisurely adieux.

Refined from the sun's raw fire,
our farewells are polite;
appearances maintained.

We say we want to stay but never do.
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WAXEN

An easel steadied by candles
might depict enough light
to see yourself caught some ways
by the wavy S of the brush.

Across this sibilant surface
what else is portrait or less:
if face to a person's untoward,
how much more our fixture

here.  Shadow shows the eye
its monkey unanimity, lost
in an empire of diligence.

Lifeyield congealed, still-unity—
this past partake makes paradise
eclipse.  The easel's sill drips.
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QUATRAINS

spacedark bleached by lightyears
explains the cloud of Einstein's hair
and the klepto's keyring explains
all the closed doors we encounter

but in the real world of inexplicable
you can't help it when they align you
with some minor arcana
born of which I exist

and so at the exit expo experts explain
how you got here how you entered
but not of course how
you can get the fuck out

I twiddle with fish-thistles
or kneel to caress a tail-less crotch
remember that the speech apathy of twins
pimple-pleases more sibilantly than ours

the hiss of the S when repeated
as they echo each other's every thought
must lisp pleasantly as it
resounds through the hieratosphere of resemblances

penis encapsuled in its stupid froth
using beggars to soothe the streets
probably doesn't help the sidewalks
where they have to crouch wheedling

in the sky where physicists live
it operates differently
up there a cyclops swan swallows
the stars that shine like gnawed thimbles

(stanza break)
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painting the light in parasol colors
the poor beggar pauses to take chains
and explain why capitalism centerstage
why her poems always seemed a lot better after cunnilingus

Salome Herod beheaded have a lot to explain
in the bible where clouds have a lot of hair
Einstein's own coiffure
requires quantic disbelief

beauty is backpedal of its head
the continuum spins the pedestal
beneath which I grovel
childhood fades in untold photographs

even the clouds want down please
her iso-splendor of arm pointed out
where stars like gnawed thimbles glow
often they dawn dild on my gildmold lids

after the monster drinks the world
he spits out all the people
and they fall into abundance
if abundance is the opposite of this

encore whose enema eats me
don't want you enough to know you
watch my occupant clutch parts of his breast
foundlings of a tweezers species  

embracesomely he was
and felt this random urge to unhand a juggler
unless the cows (those old belgians) were
conveying a debonair vowel

inept attacks swept the barracks
during some antique sleep modes 

(no stanza break)
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they kept their demands sultry  
while zeroes scamper across the clock

they scrounged and smoked a lozengeskull
which prompted this roam-colored ghazal
I am an aspirin-old that's all
don't know you enough so I want you

slavish pensive as senile mic succor
though our flesh is minus now the tongue's doubt
your pout (chagrin of suede) led the nation
divestment empire as that should be lit

writhic and positively full of loll
it's not enough to know you to want you
you know gridlock season of teasers
you see the bottom of that wishingwell festering

hypodermically
shot into strato
spaced and sparsed
sprayed among errata it waters what
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PASSING

the train draws perspective
from its sleeve
in order to leave
one must first conjure distance

the magician tracks his tricks
until they arrive in
a postcard to show an echo
etching further heights

the precipice pokes its finger
into a wedding ring
but seen as it passes
the train flashes its windows

glass islands that balance a splinter
in their heart
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I LIVE ON THE LOWEST

ledge it's still fatal
to fall from while

my neighbor on
the below-one

merely loses any
skeletal integrity

and lives to stab coupons
for lowyield posterity:

he's lucky
compared to me

and to all
the tenants above me

because when we fall
we die.
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FIRST DANCE

I love those whom nothing may try to harm.
I caress the plus of firsts who insist most
on growing primary.  It augurs well the while.
It angels hell the style I try to edit dumb

each time I think of your extinct.  And yet
the bad's my trade-coat.  The good's shrugged,
chinook from my shoulders, coolscowl.
Otherwise I'd have to indulge the rage.

This theme flares wherever they fly kites
at weddings to prove the sky is a false bottom,
a trapdoor for beards to enter the ceremony:

what long crumbs fall from the bride-cake.
The tango-groom wades away, swept debris.
Slug: A new vogue for the Disaster Poem?
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EXHIBITION

the canals a-swish with big ships

lanes I wander without cause as
my tongue bathes in my necktie
to show how exhausted how
I have felt the doorknob drain

my hand of its urge to enter shops
in this way I may chance at last
upon weapons trained to sleep
or down where the depot drops

all our canals or lanes or streets
how often I or they have reached
for my pocket in the face thrust
although one can't exaggerate

one's beggarliness in an age of
mechanical reproduction it seems
the museum where pale corridors
zoom through room-Moreaus

floor-Magrittes ceiling-Sages
mirror-Finis and other frames
hushed curtains reach to the floor
which probably needs excavating

static their flesh throws slow volts in the air
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[POEM]

in the overcoat called Fred
be careful where you put your head
if you put it in the sleeve instead
odds are you'll end up dead

they'll take you to the morgue
and dissect you like a forgue
cut off your head and feet
your legs below the knees

the only solace being
the overcoat called Procrustes
will fit you exactly then

if this scenario did happen
you would be wouldn't you grateful
for that sole consolation
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AUTUMNAGAIN

Time migrates its sun
closer to the core
of my prismperson.

The semi-falling leaves
flesh out their coined
profiles; they achieve
a self only on contact
with the ground.

Clouds cross the eye.
Come back, I beg,
but only when
you look like the wind.

Asking to whom,
answering to why.
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POEM

a leaf fell and cupped your ear
attentive to your silence it whispered
the usual urgings to commit suicide

profusely clinging to the drowned self
can you adjudicate how fugitively
the jigsaw solved by a missing piece

the poem completed by its lost line
how this indecisiveness is too binary
too eager to choose the one or the anon

a key-ring that sets fire to the sun
a wayfarer housed in wide open rags
an icicle locking into its cloak of claw

halo-effects perhaps but if you've never
endlessly via all orifices all organs
gone to strike at time's tympani with

the thin notes of requiem vocational
Basho kicking a pine-tree for advice
cruelly they woke their sex up on me

chessboard on which shirtstripes flicker
how many shark miles remain 
in your pheromones and how come

abducted by life prisoner of a leaf
the pleats of my pantsuit climb squeaking skylines
what prank to give my chair a hotfoot

the lovers show no mercy to the backed-up rat
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PATIENCE

Snapshots rot first at the edges,
little cracks like escape routes
point beyond
the frame home.

Silhouette stabbed
by a tree-leaf, night
at the window. Gushers
of headlights, cars
that chase the blinds
across the ceiling.

The face always expects
to perform
its own innocence.
Beyond question.

Just squint into the sun
until the camera calms down.
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INCREMENTALS

I want to purify the poem
by dedicating it to myself,
but the pot darkens
the archeologist and holidays

are dull. There must
be a magazine that publishes
blushes but no, probably not—

To lie on one's back limb by limb
and play with pebbles in a knot
is my lot. Personal stylites dot
my I's pillar and then fall off 

enough. The sparrow-dried wafer
will flit tonight. Echo-infant
cymbals will scar my thirst for dole.
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POEM

Do I regret the loss of that dime
tossed to Picasso in return
for a deathbed portrait
a final flinch-free closeup meant
to clear up the argue-aura
surrounding my ID but
which instead has confused
all my clones who gather
on dissipated terraces
to sow tiles and wonder whether
humans are one hump or two
I am stirring the strata for you
dime
time lost beneath a thimblestone
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NO/YES

N is for open; O is for now.

We ought to have been here forever,
adding the necessary zero to history's account,
regarding our origin as insipid/inspired;
long ago outliving any locale that might
have demarcated these boundarylines

that so oppress us with the present: they should
have established their stock as gods, hollow
coin passed among the multi, separate
exchange units for a commonhold—
dispensing shares of continuity to each

enquiry; while, like a mast that weaves orbs
of knowing we stammer beneath a fort
lost in willowtrees, half-listening
to an impetuous wheel shriek. Thus the "we"
dwindles toward singledom, the own-diminished I—

Though gosh if I know what's earth to me now,
curtainary tree I twigged too late to blossom from.  Oh
rind around the end, stymied-ground, soil
that extends one grave too far for me.

YES is anybody's guess.
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DECADRECK

Does a desert blink all its wells at once
each time a spysat orbits over, high
in its baseless stratotower, ripe with
the power to insert forest mobiles
amongst urban stabiles: I take my temp
with the alphabet, fever up to z.

Sanity descends to water via
no stairs I have installed in the blood.  Like
a wink that succeeds in refuting all
my surest arguments, I feel as weak
as the eye of an invalid flirting—
worse is it's you they want of course not me. 

Say it makes Mighty Mote tremble in his
halfspeed houdini: how shall I deny?
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PRAYER INSIDE A PLASTIC BAG

If time equals distance then
the older the hour becomes
the harder one has to throw the ball.
Can you hear me back there?

I'm trying to lose my depth-duhs.
Many schools of fish are swifter
than the surface knows for sure
up there where thoughts occur.

Fixed in fore, the day begins
my laggard, my clot genesis: each
window is a skin cliff I climb
binoculars through the tv's dignified

timidity.  Don't show half of what
they know.  Or can't.  Me too.
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POEM

How is it my stuffed with ebb eyes
Prefer X to Y?
How in I in heck's name can I?

A parachutist wearing a propeller beanie
Hovers around me, immune
To my swat repetoire.

Sometimes I stop to watch
A hydrant being crushed
By art-critics dressed in charred armor.

Hiroshima haloes could purify these lifechoices:
Dutifully each candle will
Bend over to touch its toes.

And yet, and yet, have you ever known
A self-portrait to not renege?
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VISITED UPON

Throwing dice at the bomb as it descends
will not decide the outcome of your body blown
apart by which action, yours or the bombadier's:

drone missiles fly contraire, unmanned for the sake
of purity, not marred by the sordid human hand
wiping grease blood feces off its digits.  The muddied

moment passes and we move reinspired by
this vision of non-involvement, virginal
again from the shame that mercifully excludes us;

and therefore we leave it to the computer
to choose those targets whose distance ensures
our disinterest, its infant consequence

declares those boys' volleys of war a game
because as always the enemy's to blame:
the error inherent is theirs not ours to seek

or repent since its intent was innocence
aloft with the javelins of desire, that devastation  
visited upon the son's own weapons grown

scattergun shattering some backyard calm, saved
thanks to the prank-indulgence of childhood, each strike
shrived blameless by your aimless mother's 

wince, you know each target will forget this crime
the way you too have all but blanked out home;
forgive this day your father's arm its harm.
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FERNGROUND

I believe I existed
as the blink of no one's eye
I woke at last my face
familiarized only by sunglasses

by all the sun allows to follow me
like the shadow I went
the blink of no one's eye held me
for a mote moment

orchard articulate
rose wise
my eyelids were
carrion wafers

I was the blink of no one's eye
delighted to be the blink
of no one's eye under
so many eyelids or garage doors

pleistocene ferns burst from oiltruck vents as
I pull my old blood over me
and enter
the blink of no one's eye
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WITNESS MUST

now where's the oar to steer
my window away from night
stonethrows patrol the site
its targets narrate what's near

which of us can pleasure spite
unique enough to seem regular
or angle all to get it right
airing each gasp on a coathanger

skilled anchor-priests will tow
ulterior rain in their uterine wall
but you-and-I's prodigies know
our genitals are relatively oral

cue-quiz the vatican's factwhore
scrape that mock off your back
phantom-orbed for destiny's cloak
what is it witness must ignore
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TIME AND AWAY

The pianist’s wrists
are encircled by flames;
she forgot to take off
these blazing bracelets
before playing or was
her handvalet detained
by the concert crowds
who here push forward
in their ripest seats to see
this arsonist jewelry:
upon each virtuoso paw
a flakwork gold watch
shows what music burns
is time, time and away.
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TRAVELOGUE

Since I caught the train at Le Depot de Big Bang
(wow, was that terminal crowded) how far have
I traveled is a question that occurs to most of us
on this journey, I think.  The other passengers
seem to agree though as always one can't speak
for all.  You can lean out the window and catch
Philip Larkin on his wedding Whitsun or similar
fictions in this ongoing card-spray of multiple
universes, each one splintering off if we sneeze
perhaps, heading out on its own branchline of
destiny.  The rails never end theoretically.  Each
nitwit aboard here can flick their wrist and start
a whole molecular new-load of shunt and offshoot,
a freight of filth and fulth.  No one seems to know
for sure.  Take me for example: Homeless mote,
at how many borderkneels, constant-contagious
as Chuck Berry's riffs have I stormed evenings 
gnawed with gauze on the Island of Palau (these
particulars are obscene, I realize: forgive me),
or worse, dawns of emaciated car-thief silences.
Was there nothing I looked against to fail?  While
every possible mixamanque of worlds and words
await the arrival of this choo-choo whose ETA
they say might be never or alternate to our fate's
arc, Graham Greene Virginia Woolf bunkmates
on the Orient Express.  I wish.  All permutations
could exist as possibilities expressing our due
desires if desires can be due, if they have a time
schedule and destination to which they might
be late as one resort.  Vacations are a nightmare,
yes, but consider this: if we do arrive at that spa
where Szymborska and Chekov are soaking in
the restorative baths featured there, the water
so warm and mineral-new, so magma-medicinal,
poured out from the heart of the sun as it were,
could we really be happy in that serene shangri-la,

(no stanza break)
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knowing it's just one of the endless encounters
and encoutrements available on this route, whose
contentment quotas lack specificity or spinach
(I like it, some don't) enough to satisfy each our
particular tastes.  In any case given my age they'll
soon take my seat and burn me for fuel back
in the corpse caboose, my flesh will inch this
dust even further in permutations and perverse
meanderings and yet, always, despite the threat
of climax I thought my concerns were shared
by all those sold the rare, the indiv'd miracle of
birth, origin tickling its boarding passes and ports,
old option of blood we wake badly toward.  No
wonder everyone likes to imagine they know
certain moviestars and extras whereas in reality
such legendary tidbits function chiefly to delay
our sense of arrival, stalled always by the urge
to record each mile traveled, the captain's log
kept so merchant-mundane its paged citations,
though history probably shuffles the deck daily
to see who's here and who's not: enemies all.
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SO TENSE

Shadows are more indigenous to summer
Than other days; in sunless winter they may
Appear as friends from a former season,
Companions for an endless cold—because
You need a certain percentage of Bishop
Berkeleys if life is to pass, the armies rise,
The coffee boil.  But can this concensus
Include those in transit, at the bus stop
Patting their pockets automatically since
Statistics decide we don't all die at once,
And bandaids help with that.  Also the fact
We lack wings and therefore can fit into
Doorways comfortably, coming and going
Provides us such opportunity to meet and
Form treaties to support portraits of each
Other, adamant and guilty in their narrow
Frames.  The commute schedule confuses
Every route with eternities that stretch out 
Leisures of transition, lanes that side the road:
Times fall and evening secures an after-lag
Again when mermaids keep their stomach
Pumps handy, mythical beings being always
In danger of being poisoned by the day
To day readiness when a window still holds
The unseen edge of its imminence over all—
So tense when candles on that same windowsill
Indicate domesticity's anarchy, while
The frontbell is ringing a little something,
Whose wording has not come down to us,
We call it confluence or Cincinnati, some
Home at random under the habit of a snowpeak,
Pure alp up which the gaze drowns all hands lost,
Honest it wells with grass, with settlements.
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HEATINGPAD

If every valid absence points to one thing
that shucked the cornsilk out of my ass's reaches,
an object presence has overlooked unless
the none-scape guilt I clone so quickly intervenes.
Is it the synchronicity of a ferrous whore or
the fear such insignificance baits that makes us
lock the sermon in a drawer till Sunday morning
when, dashed by the stripes of a snake's parasol,
it trips a step. Do animals proceed to extinction
via their hindlegs or fore? The mind restrains
this project for the sane, their unquarried energy—
that god grounds us in gloves I guess. They keep
our omnihands from touching flesh with flesh, they
prevent the relapse, the desire for one's kind,
the prophylactic response: similarity haunts
the ruins of every fingerprint which bears it,
which partakes patience to outwit identity.
Aftermath's a studio of mirrors, a curt salon
where prudent heirs sweat in overcoats, sure
their profiles can disgrace our art-dartboards.
Ego nature finds its quickest aim in beginnings,
a naissance to obliquely punish yesterdays with.
Cradling an antenna's unripe fruit, your gusts incite
the white apartment, its darksome rooms where
derivative jars filled with conked nudes ripen.
But all in all, the central event will not relent.
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POEM

I tried to phone the Amnesia Hotline
But its hashtone forgot me in the rush
To publication of my hemlines which
Strayed at times to coincide with
Youth and years astride the Nazi
I married.  Or else my diary claims,
Facing me off against my sister half,
Its entries present me as someone who 
Outspent his coins' grief on verities
Of disbelief, for less and less.  Juicetipped
Thighs, you feed them figs with the brink
Of your tongue, the streets are packed
In gutter but I am gone, gone to war
To avenge how childrens' toys are always 
Poe-cast into premature funerals. 
Buried young.  Before their time.
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FILM VERSION

Drifting into the blindfold's focus I find
My face entirely by tracing yours no mind.
The cyclops probe that won't take no:
So I was pretending this grief was new,
Not some old, come-apprehending one—
Nor can, I thought, the horizon be likened
To a trafficcop's palm.  Like portraits plus
Of Manny's Lacklounge, whole libraries lichened
With its total absence shorn-records us
While all I see myriads me.  Devoured by it
I fear this sitcom in love with doubt may not
Know that if you took a sumac's leaves and
A sycamore's leaves and switched them around
With shears and glue, who'd notice what tree— 
Bod McDylan, kicking out his butler, maybe.
But the rest of us, living in these
Glass-bottomed attics at length-ease,
Would we dolly or is it pan, would we
Sort of fellini forward towards it, slowly.
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TWOSOME

I fell in step with the graveyard,
altering my pace to its spacing of stones,
halting where it held itself aloft
for the tableture of time.  My feet

were tricked into this terpsichore,
tortile, tense, like trying to dance
with Mount Rushmore.  The memorials
seemed wallflowers, a lastchance prom

as I stood at last in stride of stasis
begging each slab to be my deb
my date: their names filled my waltzcard
with time's promised twist.  Stumbling

I tripped their choreographed epitaphs;
I bopped those highschool-hop deaths.
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POEM

Wetdream radiators hiss through the slum-room
I sublet deep in the dispositions of dilettante;
flags I shoplift from the United Nations Building
drape each icky splinter of my lap; lame ledgers
caress me; every inventory of reality ends up
recap; my overdue rent has Croesus nervous;
defunded as regularly as ash-trojans and assass-
ination rumors how routinely I lie, my lips
rent by hyena-starved laughter; my warts want
to go public; poop-pills slither me slower than
sandpaper eels; this ennui confers no libration
final enough to accord yours; adolescence n'est
ce pas; hot savior bullseye bait, another giant rind
of nose tongue; all futures rinse away unless they
use atrophy shampoo; icicles clutching at pigtails
plunge past phone-thin panes; my navel's diarrhea
chops my wig off: pincer earpods pierce home.
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CONTRARY

Dawn leaks consequence.  Where it will,
Hovering over appletree or railroad, all
Bright angles, letting the hopes happen.
Maybe the day is blue, meaning south,
Meaning drought can find a path in it,
Lack can offer it reasons for not being—
But if the day were gray, would plenitude
Negate it?  These eithers make me laugh.
They do not consider my wholesome, how
It depends on neitherness's neutrality,
On tepid clemencies and staling bread,
Room temperature always preferred.  See:
My armchair’s placed beneath a glowing
Antenna which even hums a little to ease
The least concern.  Twilight, chores done,
The overflow of panting elevators appears
Frayed, decayed, despite ferocious washing;
A wasteland imposes grateful ants.  Some
Say the afterlife will try to console our taste
For communism: faraway docility, dogma,
Can you restore such douceur?  Transitory
Commeasurate, the body's border throws
That origin an old lens stained with
The road remoteness of incest.  Tilled bare,
Ground mutes me, bored rascal ill;
I maladministrate the war of handshakes:
Sweet rain nets too much pit.  Where covert
Holes perforate air like hints of dark
Guidance—are sky's ways unsullied by
Route or is it all pre-mapped, programmed
By fate?  Here you and I stay loath: we
Conspire with appears, coy counterfeits,
Zeroing in on the spoils that fill spoons
Daily with hesitation while intention
Awaits all festivity.  All reception.  Or else.
I'd sink sulkwise if it weren't such regress.
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DIRECTIONS

the waters of going down
and the waters of arising
rush to drown each other while
the carpenter planes at my broken hands
the shavings must be fingernails
they rub barbmime on the moon
while the world unworks itself
disentangles itself from the great thought
that engulfed it in rockets and roses
so a nosecone whimpers at Orpheus' door
and the ocean knocks knocks
on its driftwood to beg
for directions home 
home to my hammerlock lair
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SENTENCE

Since the sentence of my head,
syntacted by ears for clauses
and browful nouns and eyes
verbs, modifiers nasal: as

the period the mouth merely
paraphrases those features
everyone must compose in order
to parse it, why does my neck

hold it so studiously 
close—so marked and ready— for
my body to peruse: to read

what? an nth-generation phizscan
evolving toward Neanderthal;
a fossil-legible face; a scrawl.

Note:
A variation on traditional figurations which present
the face's features as letters, numerals, etc.
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MEDLEY

A sunflower follows chessmoves
back and forth, but the minutehand
hates the hourhand, that big bully—
I myself long for tiny pushdoors, 
a terrified via whose keyholes I'd use
to bleach matchsticks in hope of
paler purer flames! And sometimes
across my strums, in madwallow
sprawl I lie, or else I'll escape,
pelted by sculptors' raisins. Aboard
the meow express or the purr local
I withdraw, trying to forget the White
House ear, to hear instead my pancakes
collapsing in laughter. It is perhaps
my fault entire that I cannot sham
their humor, that each day solder-rottens
me to a glassy voluptuousness of
avoidance, a sitcompeekaboo calm
which some critics call suburban.
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WHO SEES

I know the alphabet of loss is like a man
who sees a woodblock print
each time he looks at a tree
whose yardstick measures all the span
between his gaze and its reality

his books are filled with what he holds
between his gaze and what its leaf forsakes
beside a shrine where waters lapse to pray
his ego may not vacate the years enough
the distance that only the foreswear hears

can I detain the ruins a little with my life
that toad whose aftervintage pages vanish
laden with update escapes my anon descends
flopsteps where I stand sneezing into a crown
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APP 

The directions one takes
in a computer
are not those of the compass,
that normal needle’s paths are
null here. Here, routes
roam downward, backward
through the ego superego id, seeking
infancy. Birth permeates each gesture
addressed to the keyboard, the
commands that create
the never-deleted screen seem
to come from a stethoscope probing
the pelvic region, peering
into the recessed bellybutton
of the expectant mother
whose navel is a hole around which
live flesh masses, a gap whose absence
is obvious. The navel is a shaft
into the mind of the subject,
but the subject evades itself
by the clever use of screenupations
and games: icons converse
across this schizoid
void. Each new program provides
a further diversion, a rhymescheme
to be defiant of,
a stanzaic requirement one can flaunt
with impunity, no crime
or shame, since forgiveness
is packaged in the save option.
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DAY-THE-VERGE

for days the ceiling was racing
and the silhouettes clung to seance
the wind champed at their scornful habits
dangling a snowflake over the edge of a mirror

manholes stood on ladders to see
a rocket fail to ignite itself from off a sundial
while a slim coitus of wands held the room current
must I exist in these saliva-tidal breaths

fever chalks the roofs where
I imagine my venom is at home
all the figures tidy in their thimble poses
it's like pricking your finger with lambs

how shall I keep when oceanmere falls
everywhere lying idle or exile I sigh
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WHY IS THE SKY BLUE?

Maybe it's the blueprints
Which the sky must use
To build another house
To move into since

It must leave from here,
Leave its first home here
For a second residence
Without parents,

Because parents fall
With the sunset each day,
They abandon us all

Again and again to
Night, to some bright new
Domicile.  We cannot stay.
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SHOWER

It is the duty of the hero to depict
their origin as unknown, or everywhere—
as if the name of a town would smash
that statue down.  Streamers from the parade
that knicked out that verifiable profile 
still flicker round its pedestal, still flap
oblivious in their papyrus duplicity . . . 
Outside the rain pours all fours
on the fields that spread like search
patterns but find only more of us. 
Depictions.  We might atone by
using schoolmates for our self
portraits, but otherwise remain sole. 
Simplifying is the word I need here
in the normal bleep-sense of its daily
use, a warning-voice evident in deep veils
of censorship.  Oppressive enough, but 
can you remove enough details to
make your life immune to autobiography,
when all the words skipped by readers
make a better picture than one's own
narrative.  The problem of the empirical—
the "crumbs of raisinbread in the coat
pocket," to quote Benn, the coat itself—
are unsolvable except through love of
the contingent, meaning the sacrificible,
the stuff you can easily throw away—
That's why the grounds out there are
surface of earth deep, why each of its borders
pretends to be elsewhere.  Pretense is
the premise of the hero always required
to depict his or her origins as timeless.  As
elsewhere.  Distant as abandoned rooms

(no stanza break)
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narrating their cobwebs, relating to which
motivates us to stride centerstage and gawk
multitude-timeless at engravings passed
among the lucky attendance that thrives
by dispensing shares of continuity which
never yield spare enough for you or for me—
Everything left out of the text is always
too legible, the expository details
anchor their disparities by spreadsheet
tactics, the way amid raindrops we hold up
our inbetweenities with an umbrella.
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POEM

That the acrobat would remain instead
In the burning hoop rather than complete
Their turn through it is a suspect thought.  Why
Halt there in that residual nought wrought,
Assault that seary vortex, flarehenge shroud, 
Round and red as Plath's ovenhead.  Ghastly
Silhouettes of gaslight pervade our past;
Kindled images drenched in daguerre, ancient    
To the point of banishment when evenings
Vanish in a similar coup, v-neck-deep in
Loinclothed caverns it's best to hide.  Abide
May elapse and they, framed by flames, fall from
That looped height finale, that halo-hold
On all our eye normally denies.  Still,
The signal desire to stay locked in such
Arsonous arcs is one the circus rocks
Against each night in its maze of dreams,
Replaying the deaths that dared defy this ploy.
Is this highjinks all our mountebanks allow:
With thrall a ring of fire they marry the day
To their devious acts and thus are at last
Delivered, severed from its whole, that portrait
Momentarily clicked past every portal
Scorching their soles as they halt there bathed
In that eye whose lashes fry their hair and toes
Posing perhaps for the one photo its parade
Maims our streets with, vicious charade whose
Promised feats are purely made, not performed.
One might imagine it were in the nature to occur.
You could conclude this event was more yours
Than nature's tiger tricks extinct already for
Their blessedness, a mock phrase the lecturer
Faces lions with, his tamed stallion stoned as
They lean over the podium to watch us wince
At each pick ax throe.  That cam contaminates
What it captures, bright cages bulge with fetish

(no stanza break)
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Divulgences—it freezes trapezes, these bareback
Riders, nude knees.  They cannot move beyond
This figure, they must die there daily just for fun. 
Charioted into that charred station, this
Cagey stasis verges on the absurd, what a coal
Crude farce, though objections to imperfection
Are part of the drama enacted by critics:
Obsolete the sole acrobat's illusive tiptoe
Teeter that flammable cameo concerns us;
How the spotlight is mottled in the star, blotched
By their performance marring each watched face.
Such sight must perpetuate what it sought
Or go astray: but is this status, this
Jumpcaught bit what our linear needs
To thwart its deliberately taut onslaught,
Swan somersault halted strid-air, though no
Continuation of the comedian
In that conflagration could be the true
Disruption, the correct avoidance of
Transcendence: it can't taunt that denouement
FX-splendiddy enough, unlike the way one's
Living beyond their years in splatter or
Pattern brings fit end to each leapt theft,
Though certainly one stalls its engulfment with
Curious realms of appalled affrights viz.
An astral body coined in light, the vaunt
Tumbler pauses there in their circ de solar
Auto da fe, feral fireball our drone
Missiles visit hourly to satisfy the spacious
Prey of the ticket window's demands:
Why do I care if they burn there in mid air
Abandoned by the gruesome need to reach
The applause line, to round the stadium track
Racing for the tape across their chests hurrah
While victor olympian marathonic greeds gild
Post-event.  Better calamity for them, they
Should perish publically in clusters of cloud
Clash fare, the bomb heard posthumously by

(no stanza break)
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The body it shatters.  They should explode there;
Let them droop like an upside down U from
That white hot hoop.  When Hart Crane sailed through
The goalposts to win the game for Sodom High in
Their annual grudgematch against Gomorroh
Prep, he shone for a moment as bright as this,
Each stadium cheering his radium.  Fireworks
To our face must fly the phantom bound pyreward
Drenched daily from raucous Pompeii . . .  But ask
The acrobat: demand from her/him whether
Hovering in that hell is preferable to
The headlong hurl of time: does it protect
The climax from commencement's rash intent,
From end and then the only end of end, hails Larkin—
You will have seen the sun as a figure standing
Inside a similar wheel etched enfold, Da
Vinci's Vitruvian Man.  Sustained by his
Refusal pall to ever leave this modest pose,
That threshold of gold spits scarring us for
The sacrifice that surely the crowd expects. 
Inca-high that knife gleams.  History buffs
Confirm his death and worship none but him
Perhaps.  Lingering, third-degree, ideal,
Some hung circumference of furnace
Festival.  Like celebrant Empedocles
We prefer an oval entry to eternity,
Who saw how perfect circ his volcan rim
Rose in its apotheosis of form, pure
Aureate anti-goal, broken so un-coned
And conjured in its ofference of O.
Say it is this incompleteness excites us.
If it were closed, if the acrobat aced
Her symbiotic roundgame, if the goal
Were capable of twinning its beginning gone,
Would DadaVinci/VineVanGogh have cheated?
Shall we salute, requite, honor, any
Height which resists summit, disdaining each
Ultimate point that might map our madness,

(no stanza break)
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Spurning the pursuit of angels who seek
Peaks only, dullards pining for the crest's
Honed sharpness of spite, groundsake shed where
We doctrinaire humans find sync thread in
Some secular oriel.  Regardless of descent
An actor takes their bow from this window
Lit by licking jets as if its footfire
Spanned the entire stage, or, thinned to a line,
Led tightrope misstep regrets.  Circling
Whom is the audience, applauding for
Coherence they griddle the enclosure
With incendiary candles whose torch would
Barbecue them if they dared abandon
That pose their tragic-guarded aspirations
Demand every artist must adopt: don't
Bail and save yourself, Rimbaud, show-and-
Flambeau, rainbow-scald us till we laugh.
We love to see your turn-as-burnout blazed
Across our bluetube skies, your moon
Rockets die Titanic-wise.  Hush-lit
Orchestra pits await but why would she
Not complete her set, traverse that fiery
Core and trudge back safely in center ring;
What need too urgent to gratify our slavish engine
Moults us in that molten omega motif,
Bold bad figure trying to transbolt itself into
Pain's pantheon of prancing grindshows film
Ilumed, from whom these testy trips descend;
When cymbals cling their triumph there, why
Does artifact elect the Paphos illusion,
Scales wept in random arbors, desiccate
Flowers whose vase unearthed the breach
Of our first kin.  Appalled sleep of the sentinal
Culminating in twelve o'clock amendments and
Celebrations—fixated by laminations of
Dexterity: to remain there in that Shadrach
Shade, that Abednego abyss where tapering
Grapes render the host bodied as mould mouth,

(no stanza break)
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Incomplete transubstantiation of the ashes
Promised by such.  Exposed to this apotheosis
Of the will obeying its stubborn occupation
Of the suicide it opposes, how can we
Respond when there is no red in the blood to
Accent the mime's whiteness that designates
And underlines this cry for gore: nonlineage
The liontamer opens each cage hoping to
Channel the crossing over of the dice, odds
Gods wrestle as stainedglass, angel porthole
Jacob juggles with and must jettison the privacy
Of, because the act must occur in the show:
The acrobat could stand there on her gymroom
Treadmill encircled by flames in solitude, who'd
Care?  Publication's scandal is vital, to air
One's immolation's the de rigueur we pay for—
Thrown wager against that hazard entrance, he,
The exegete costumed in cameo, the clone
Of our circular locket solar island marmoreal,
Posited motionless and visual, this principal
Model fixation focus of interest and poised
Inaction, this cessationpoint where one's
Lapidary leap suffers its defiant disgrounding
Death around which cancellations flash
And norms occur: in the tethered fire of its
Incompatibility may we see this evanescent
Foreign frontier erasure all ways the farer flies—
A cat would not sit in that hot that long.
Maybe only Bartleby can understand
This arch refusal to honor the task and
Go through the hole that enters the stale turnstile
Of success, to land standing amid acclaims
Less receptive than those flames that clapped us
Rife for the briefest of blinks, captivated
Spellbound, gaining that acme game whose contest
Our feebleness would bear the better of,
Wear its caesura more purely.  What suspension
In the poet's portrayal of silence, rude

(no stanza break)
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Interruption of the spectacle by this perched
Ecstasy of decline, musing the stoopstance
Of routine, elevating its spasm comically
—The tragic transport is empty (Holderlin)—
Barren, contradictory, purgatorial,
Pause unconnected, discontiguous coup,
Bridge-span the bride's threshold bloodied with
Liminal costumes of grief.  Who repudiates
In spite of himself the gulf between this loss
Of trajectory in a space wagered by weight,
A grace of phases borne now by the citizen
Brow, laurel yearning from emerging light to
Observe their whole depleted origin, scald-version
Displacing this usurpation of a course
Reserved for lustral berth.  Acro is a stand-in
Syncly for the hearth whose gate waits to
Consume this fence-sitter, unwilling arbiter
Loathe to choose which of their substituted
Phoenix-eyeflicks can span this whirlicue
If only to escape the eternal bracing it takes
That cut-out coin to fix cold within space
A corpus collage, practicing whose personae—
Unanimously deformed, incessantly lazy,
Beyond seen clearly, veils cleaved, as when
Your nape dawns for the headsman's axe and
He spits to make its split-edge shine sharper
For every arctic-pitted spectator—
Investing the forsaken sky with this
Decisive dearth is not enough to placate
Alleviate our loneliness as probe-missiles
Out-limbing him with love for his ice-cream
Hat and hacked-off head, the holo-guillotine
Honing itself against any lack of descent
From that arcade's space capsule, or Anne
Sexton painting the shade carbon monoxide
Tints skin with in your car's career, cherry sword,
Aureoled revolt upon the shocktuft tree:
That she, the acrobat, should fear that sphere

(no stanza break)
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Of fire would seem synonymous with our own
Hesitance, but can that figure sustain its ground
Up there in transient facticity, that
Matchstick myth mourned by all, mute-hymned
To the core.  In Summer harvest the hung
Fruits manifest spirit, flesh hangs from an ideal
Wheel flung and clinging to air's a-leaf womb
Atmosphere toppling at hand.  How near
It roams its round of annihilated creation
Emanating from the central outcast spun;
Can the burning child awaken the father
In time to be rescued or will he too grow old
Against vigilance.  Or must he watch over
This oval cremation where the wind's kinks
Wither infancy's summation, trender toward
Spurious apparitions, godmaze stalled in some
Corrupt word preferred to those I might throw;
Any furtive shadow my launchpad had.
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WAIT

I comb my crack with a lit fuse

my hairspray sticks to the gods

I cannot find you phrase of mind

devour is my favorite flower

entering the Frankenstein Hall of Fame
why did I pause in the foyer
to feast on those pajama trouser flies
or get caught in the act of playing
peerpossum on my clone's back

how did I let that embarrassment trap happen
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FIRST WARM DAY 

When the world belongs to toss-up.

Balloons whose footprints
sting the air with soft occasion;
clouds, whose streamers strain for
the horizons denied them now
by these new slow winds.

Even children relinquish the stoicism that
kept us safe from the cold, even they
succumb to a sudden cuddleness, weak
as the first spindly crocus. Seneca
is sent once more to silence.

Two plus two begins to crack before
the picnic logic of Summer.

The reign of the same. Difference
is banished here; outside and inside are
made equal in temperament, doors
left open declare armistice.

Winter's wars wane. Vintners verse their vines.
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DUMP

I seem more in this poem than
I am. It covers me, icons me,

I hide under its knoll.
A knoll, or as

the old English word KNOTT
means, a small hill.

Sanctified, whole—
it was my bent led to this bind.

It was my own,
puckered with similarity.

Kaput in a canoe,
done-for in a dogcart,

does every demise
suit my sangfroid.

Cease, I wither, I curl up, I
shroud in shrivel to make

disposal easier—
a packaging handy for death,

Santa's bag.
(Slag, not swag.)
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DAYS END

I always try not to swallow the ones who
strange me, but often fail.  And
of course they advised me to
slap a piglet against the wound when you get shot,
or, if a piglet is not handy, a human infant
might do—

Always despite the threat of climax I thought
these concerns were shared by all those
in the antechamber, indeed where else could
we be because the chamber would surely
contain us.

Core storm where the life's-work of a crumb from
a cookie swallowed by Plato is still going on,
the struggle continues,
subatomic, or subtle-arced, omega never—

And you, what do you do with your bone china
when blue eyelids seep into its cracks?

Me, I weep moats over the past, oceans 
over the origin.  I try to indulge the evening
with a touch of harkbackwardness.  I stand at
that door.

The day gathered in lulls lies full now.

Lacking the juice sense of it what use am I.
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VACATION DESTINATION (prosepoem)

   They were cabinets in secret, the trees—they kept their contents 
hidden, often—except in winter and even then to some degree 
what occurs in trees is often hidden; leaves cover the birds and
squirrels in season, not to mention the ants and grubs and other 
creatures inhabiting and traversing trucks and branches; and all the 
agonizingly slow activity of budding and blooming and then 
decaying their leaves is not strictly visible to the eye . . . cabinets are
often made of wood, of trees' flesh.  Also paper that produces the 
poem whose contents are also often hidden even or especially to 
the person who writes it—is a list necessary. Not knowing is what,
enough?  But is not knowing what you're writing and 
acknowledging your inability to list its contents in any coherent or 
manageable progression of language thoughts, is that enough, or is 
it only a simulacrum, a "nuff" of the enough that should 
accompany the poem or indeed compose the poem—

   They wept openly as the coffin was rotisseried on the 
hour.  Coffins are (or were, mostly) made of wood; are in that 
sense a forest product; but weeping?  the funeral pyre cremation 
occurs (death occurs) not randomly but regularly, relentlessly as the 
annual withering of deciduous verse.

   I began to pour white paint on the spots the mime missed.  This
is my response to the secret which is "openly" lamented, ie the 
inevitability of decay and death, and how hidden the contents of 
life are so often kept by all of us, even poets who are supposed to 
be able to unleash the opposite, my response is conceal them even 
more, to whitewash them all, to "paint everything over on its 
mouth" as I phrased it elsewhere, to pour paint over those spots 
the silent artist (mime) has portrayed his or her face with in the 
traditional costume of blankness; the "spots" are the first signs of 
decay, the spottedness that appears on a leaf or on human skin to 
show its termination commencing—

   My ardour woke no mirror like a mobile of stabs into light.
 Meaning that my indecorous haste to hide the decay didn't impress 
my mirror much; it just hung there like a droopy mobile no wind 
can awake, nor stab of sun—
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   How cryptically hostile I fly de Milo high over your emaciated 
eiffels, towers where lambs shower the multibaa you mistake for
bells.  More whitewash: marble de Milo, lambs; 'cryptically hostile' 
must be in wake of the stabbing image, as if violence or hatred 
could reverse the hidden decay and resurrect it into "light" ie life, 
rejuvenate one's decline; the imagery is confusing: flying, marble 
statues, a classical epitome of Beauty (armless so she can't defend 
herself against my knife-thrusting ardour), emaciated eiffel towers 
(phallic failures no viagral intervention can re-erect); what about 
the multibaa you (?) mistake for bells: what's that getting at?  Baa 
versus bells: the poet's choice of language; harsh sounds vs. 
mellifluous?  but belltowers= churches.  The church peals its lamb 
its christ out in seemingly beautiful tolling tones but really its 
message is a vicious bleating of goats and satyrs raping murdering 
every Venus we can shower ourselves on . . . the chief purpose of 
every religion is to intellectually justify the subjugation of 
women—

   Each rose powdered with tint of touché, or swagtails 
parks evacuate when gelded highrise-ranks panic and sleep.  They 
oracle us down there.  Each rose, ie each beauty, each Venus 
powdered and painted over is more sexist degrading oppression of 
women; gelded highrise panic, male sex hysteria nonvirility; they 
oracle us: literally the vegetation presages our demise: all flesh is 
grass etc, the usual cliché.

   If one without diff speaks of his same, who will, obscurest in 
their nearness, echo minty all his words: one without diff speaks of 
his same: the pretentious bard who claims he is representative of 
everyone, he speaks for all of us, like that arrogant snob Whitman;
obscurest in their nearness are the people he should be addressing, 
his associates if he has any in his shell of despair, will anyone echo 
as if they were minting them anew his words, especially when they 
are as obscure as this ridiculous poem endears them—if dazed 
by the circumference of this sheer niquity long tainted in the cease, 
the gravitational caress on the soles of a corpse, who—

   And yet origin needs nothing to bitself itself.  The poem's low 
point (sole of its feet); origin needs nothing other than itself 
because numerals on a digital take an exact bytetime to appear, to 
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etch themselves anon, sweet enemies of our ether. Contrast them 
with your old ticktock clock, the one you wind up and stick in a 
sulk so you can't hear it, how clumsical its numbers seem
compared to these. It's like that flash of green when the brake is 
going down and the sky anchorscents your rave and sane.

   Rags bathed in bull, more tenant with void than breeze, we 
parade Pompeii in blank laundry.  Don't pout at the Marquis de 
Sade please.  Don't pet the snake he likes to spice his enemas up 
with, either.  Snake: Eden; tree of knowledge, hidden contents of 
the Tree, secrets known only to God, ie the Elect, the aristocracy, 
Donald Trump or the Marquis de Sade; snake circular biting its tail, 
let us return to the (hidden behind snake metaphor) tree which 
began this mis-.
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AUTHORIAL

to leap off a diving board
and land on a divining rod
is out of the question

to hope for petite glimpses
of smoke-tipped throats
in the streets below Help Murder Highrise

why did I try to rub my thoughts
on vocab-zero
on word-none

oval toes
toes are sort of oval aren't they
I trust they're not cyclical

to wish that stones had gloated at my birth
and flowers and firstbooks fell
from snowcliff avenues

I was probably in session
watching my face contend
with someone else's closeup

laborious syllables what
inverted bulleyes line
the mime's white cage
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Part two:

Feature poems from blog—

I wanted to post one of my poems each week on my blog and then
write something about it,

assuming I had some thoughts about that particular poem beyond
its intrinsic content—

I ended up only doing a few of these posts, which I hope readers
(some readers) might be interested in, and today I thought I might
now reprint them in this obscure volume.
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THE CLIMB

You'll know you have reached the top,
the peak, the moment your bootsoles
go out of sight, since you can only
get there by following yourself up.

Craning your neck to see that trail,
you'll plummet past the hope to scale
any summit if you overtake a guide
whose shadow is you, whose spoor

you are.  Know him as the truer you,
the perfected precursor emitted by
this act of aspiration alone, this try—

stay in his tracks, obey the protocol
of all such quest-stakes, the miracle
no tree-line mars, the height it takes.

/
A quote from Boris Pasternak (source?) has stuck with me for 
decades: "Everything in the world must excel itself in order to be 
itself."

Such a difficult daunting commandment.  You aren't yourself when 
you're yourself.  No: that self must excel itself in order to be itself.  

Which means that most of the time I'm not myself, since most of 
the time I'm not excelling myself, nor do I really desire to excel 
myself.  I'm fine as I am, thanks.  

Besides, the myself that excels myself is not me, surely: it's some 
alien creature I can barely recognize especially since I can only 
glimpse his back features from behind as he emerges from me in 
order to excel me.  

I'm just the cringing shell of that echt me; the shed shadow of that 
supernumerary who exceeds where I fail—the fact that he isn't real  
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is no alleviation from the agony of having to project his imaginary 
imago— there's no downtime from the daily drudgery of propping 
up and pushing this fantasy figure out in front of me like a puppet 
copular, a paper hero.  

The schizophrenia that always accompanies achievement, even if 
that achievement is nothing more than the pauper's act of finishing 
a poem, 

when you know it wasn't really you that did it, it wasn't you 
yourself that brushed your teeth and combed your hair, it was 
your excelself.   

Your excelself, that betterhalf who does everything while you lie on 
the couch watching reruns of off the shelf. 

/
From Paul Valéry's dialogue Dance and the Soul, as quoted by Harold
Bloom in Poetry and Repression, page 280:

“O Socrates, the universe cannot for one instant endure to be only
what it is. . . . “
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SAVE AS: SALVATION

Somewhere is the software to ID all
The snowflakes falling in this storm, but there
Ain't enough RAM crammed in my brain to call
Them forth by name, each crystal character
Putered and programmed, made to have a soul—
And even if I compelled the power
To inscribe them here as equals, in whole
Terms, I would not permit such an error.

But which is which, cries Ms. Ubiq-Unique.
We're not formatted for whiteout.  And when
The screen of your vision freezes in flurries
And the core of this word blizzard hurries
To melt again, to find itself again,
Won't mine be the sign these syllables seek?

/
Is it obvious that this is a debate?  Which the first speaker has 
already lost, historically— nobody believes anymore in this 
neoclassical esthetic—as Samuel Johnson summarized it:

"The business of a poet . . . is to examine, not the individual, but 
the species; to remark  general properties and large appearances: he
does not number the streaks of the tulip, or describe the different 
shades in the verdure of the forest."

Ms. Ubiq-Unique has won the argument long ago.  The individual, 
every one of us, must have his or her streaks enumerated and 
displayed in poem after poem, ravin'd till the end of rhyme—  

"Not the individual, but the species."  Those words make me think 
of the searing sections LIV, LV, LVI from Tennyson's In 
Memoriam:

"Oh yet we trust that something good," LIV begins, something 
good will come of our single singular lives, besmirched as each of 
them are with "pangs of nature, sins of will, / Defects of doubt, 
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and taints of blood."  And: "[N]ot one life shall be destroy'd, / Or 
cast as rubbish to the void, / When God hath made the pile 
complete."

"So runs my dream," Tennyson confesses: "but what am I? / An 
infant crying in the night: / An infant crying for the light: / And 
with no language but a cry."

Is it infantile for human beings to, as LV begins, "wish, that of the 
living whole / No life may fail beyond the grave"?  Nature, the 
poem continues, is "So careful of the type . . . / [and yet] So 
careless of the single life."  

Nature dumpsters us daily, which is why we "wish" that "beyond 
the grave" each of our unique souls will not "fail": our sole spirits 
will live on—

(Or as Kobayashi Issa phrased a variant similar lament in the haiku 
portion of a haibun about his young (child) daughter's death: The 
world of dew is, yes, a world of dew, but even so (Hiroaki Sato, 
trans.)  . . .
Another trans. has it: This world of dew / is a world of dew, / and
yet . . . and yet . . . . )

at the start of LVI, Nature scoffs back at Tennyson's mourner:

'So careful of the type?'  But no:
    From scarped cliff and quarried stone
    She cries, 'A thousand types are gone:
I care for nothing, all shall go.

Thou makest thine appeal to me:
    I bring to life, I bring to death:
    The spirit does but mean the breath:
I know no more.'  And he, shall he,

Man, her last work, who seem'd so fair,
    Such splendid purpose in his eyes,
    Who roll'd the psalm to wintry skies,
Who built him fanes of fruitless prayer,
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Who trusted God was love indeed
    And love Creation's final law—
    Tho' Nature, red in tooth and claw
With ravine, shriek'd against his creed—

Who loved, who suffer'd countless ills,
    Who battled for the True, the Just,
    Be blown about the desert dust,
Or seal'd within the iron hills?

No more?  A monster then, a dream,
    A discord.  Dragons of the prime,
    That tare each other in their slime,
Were mellow music matched with him.

O life as futile, then, as frail!
    O for thy voice to soothe and bless!
    What hope of answer, or redress?
Behind the veil, behind the veil.

/
The veil is my snowstorm, if I can justifiably return to my poem 
above.  I (or my speaker) cannot see beyond that veil to view its 
parts each flake of which is unique unlike the billions of others that 
surround it, and therefore is worthy surely of distinction and 
recognition.  Oh yet we trust that not one life shall be destroy'd 
and that each spirit ("breath") will find its own azygous zone of 
salvation.  

But, y'know, if it doesn't get that shot in heaven, then maybe it 
could get it in a poem? 

But unfortunately a poem is a veil, and the fugitive-living face that 
would be immortalized in that poem remains featurelessly gauzy—

God won't save the "pile" of us, and even if there is a god (a poet) 
who someday has the software to perpetuate each planetary entity 
and every byte of its quintessential nonpareil DNA (assuming the 
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androids cyborgs robots will care to have that happen up there in 
2099),

"I would not permit such an error."

Why?  Because I'm Baudelaire, that's why.

No I am not Baudelaire, am an attendant bard, one that will do to 
swell the head of any mirror he looks into,

but as Michael Hamburger observes, p. 15-16 of his book, The 
Truth of Poetry (1982),

Baudelaire . . . was an allegorical poet, rather than a Symbolist, 
[and] most of his poetry conforms to Samuel Johnson's classical 
prescription that 'the business of a poet is to examine, not the 
individual, but the species, to remark general properties and large 
appearances; he does not number the streaks of the tulip, or 
describe the different shades in the verdure of the forest.  He is to 
exhibit in his portraits of nature such prominent and striking 
features, as recall the original to every mind; and must neglect 
the minuter discriminations. . . .'

/
Another quote, which I jotted down from somewhere or other:

Walter Benjamin concluded that allegory “is in the realm of 
thought what ruins are in the realm of things.” 

/
This world of dew is a world of dew: the brief liquid of our life will 
inevitably evaporate, and even the planet itself will eventually be 
sumped up by its mortal sun.  Its ruin is no allegory, nor is ours: 
and yet . . . and yet . . .

“Of this, / A few words, an and yet, and yet, and yet— / As part
of the never-ending meditation . . .” —Wallace Stevens, An
Ordinary Evening in New Haven.
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POEM

Soul to sing of all the Suicide-Ins
of the 1960s and how righteous
to invade the avarice palaces
at Evil Inc or government offices
and from our ponchos raise in unison
rainbow-antic canteens and gulp enough
morphiates for a fatal dose, then call
the media knowing that despite the crowd
ambulances and police arriving
to stomach-pump and IV most of us
back to life, inevitably, in the rushed
roulette of it there'd be casualties,
a few of us would always die each time,
peace we'd cry and keel over wondering,
hoping our perish action gained the eye
of a public busy with headline TV
and cause commuters to sip their coffee
slower, or a spouse making breakfast grin,
the kids to hit each other ouch that hurts.

/
Someone emailed me recently about this poem, asking if it was 
based on real events or if I made it up.  The latter, actually.  The 
1960s had Love-Ins and Sit-Ins and Be-Ins and Fillintheblank-Ins, 
which functioned variously as serious protests (much like the 
recent "Occupy" demonstrations) or as festival-like occasions, or 
sometimes both,

but not, as far as I know, Suicide-Ins.

While working on the poem I struggled with the end, wondering if 
I should present an imaginary contemporary version of a Suicide-
In, but finally decided to have it occurring historically in the 1960s 
(which is why it was originally "mom" in line 18 rather than the 
gender-neutral "spouse" I've since changed it to—)

/ /
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Here's my addendum-attempt at trying to "update" it— you can 
see how something of this wouldn't have worked:

contrast with how
a Suicide-In would occur in terms of
today: a thousand poets each in their
lair before an iCam could skype gobble
communal lethal nepenthe in simulcast—
sprawled bards keeling over to protest
the NEA's shameful underfunding
of innovative oilspills, avantdrone missiles and
pocket-nukes, not to mention [........]

P.S.
As I note above, I did revise the penultimate line, changing the
word “mom” to “spouse,” perhaps because of the word “ouch” in
the next line.  The rhyme-sound of spouse/ouch works better as a
linkage, I hope—
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ALOFT

when the balloon bursts
where does all the air
that was inside go

is it bound together briefly
by the moisture
of the human mouth
that birthed it

poor pouch of breath
long expulsion of nothing you
must dissipate too
nor remain intact
no matter how pantingly
against the outer atmosphere
you might try to secure your
whoosh-hold

and what an effort
what heave and heft-work
what strain of frame what rib-rift
to have to lift to shift around
all that oof and uff 

why strive and huff just
to stave off death
to survive
to be a substance a stuff

to live live as a pocket
a cluster
a cloud
to maintain your interior
mode

(stanza break)
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I can understand
that having once been
contained in bouyance
you'd want to retain
that rare coherence

you'd pray to stay a one
to remain a unity an
entity a whole in
this unencased heaven

but smatter of ghost 
how can you persist
or save yourself
when all us others disperse

so let it slough
dissolve in draft
little whistlewhiff
pathetic kisspuff
flimsiest flak

up into the sky goes
two lungs worth
of earth
unstrung
unloosed
the exhaled
soul of a boy a girl

alloonaloft
aloftalloon
lost

/
The air we breathe into our bodies keeps us alive of course at least 
until we expel the final lungsful of it and cease inhaling and die.  
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But in our lives most of the air we exhale is gone from us and 
disappears unless we blow it into something of some sort that will 
hold it for a while, a balloon in this case.  And some people have 
said that poetry, a poem, can sometimes retain it too.  

If poetry is a voiced expression its words are inseparable perhaps 
from the breath that utters them, and songs are (or were, in earlier 
centuries) called "airs" . . .  to place one's air into an air that will 
survive is the ambition of the poet.  

The balloon must eventually burst, and the air we blew into it will 
undergo its transformation (or return) into all the space or void the 
universe contains within its verse.   

In any case (or lack of it), I think the poem above is not that hard 
to understand, or I hope it isn't.  Except maybe the last stanza, 
which is just la la.  The dying mouth finds it difficult to form the 
complete words of what it's trying to say, and may only express 
their contour, or in its final entropy be able to pronounce 
them merely as partial parley.
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POETIC LICENSE

When I pick up a new poetry book
I always glance first at the biographical note
If the poet has children I don't read the book

/
This "poem" if you can call it that, is not from any of the 
collections I've been publishing lately. . . It is a segment from a 
book called "Nights of Naomi" which was published in the early 
1970s and which I have no fondness for.  I've never reprinted most 
of the writing in it, and never will.  For me, those pages no longer 
exist.  If I could push a button and destroy every copy of that 
book, I would—only of course I don't need such a button, 
posterity will do the job for me just as utterly as any delete device.  

But as to this particular piece: why did I ever write such nihilist 
nonsense?  Why would I even think of such a thing to begin with, 
and then, having hatched it out of spite and envy and hatred of 
other's happiness in their marriages and parental pleasures and all 
the loving domesticities life and fate denied me, having conceived 
its nasty note, why write it and print it?   My resentment and self-
pity at not having, of never having had the opportunity of having, 
what "everybody else" had, has, a spouse, a marriage, a family— 

So the boy from the orphanage is going to spit at all that which 
"they"—all those fortunate others—enjoy.  The boy from the 
orphanage is going to write this "poem" which isn't a poem, but a 
curse.  And the evil he expresses is his in the end, rebounds on him 
with the fatal verdict time imposes on his vain vanished and 
vanishing words.
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THE RETURN (after Follain: from Merwin/Romer)  

The sun has washed with white the farm that waits
in ways for the stranger who's late to come,
but he whose force was never sure of home
may not even pause when faced with its gates.

Clothed wholly in the mendicant's threadbare,
his headwear the tin lid of a trashcan,
he will know to announce himself as man
the prodigal: Hey guys it's me!  But where

the mule gnaws roots and the mare's coat burrs dark
and the pig guards the last milk it laps at,—
where the dog has a starred brow and the cat
can augur storms, they have formed their own ark.

Unyielding the response to him must be;
the same it has been since edenity.

Note:
I worked from the Stephen Romer and W. S. Merwin translations 
of Jean Follain's original.

/
This is one of the "transversions" from my book Homages.

In the case of this poem "by" Jean Follain, I worked from 
translations by Merwin and Romer.  If you read those, you can see 
what I've changed or added; in particular how I've "put back in" 
references to the biblical characters Adam and Noah, which Follain 
carefully left out.

It may seem odd that I've taken a poem which I assume is not 
rhymed in the original French version (I don't have the Follain 
text, but based on every poem of his I've ever seen I'm confident 
this one is similarly not end-rhymed)—why have I taken a vers 
libre and done this to it.  
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But his poems are often sort of sonnety in their way.  Stephen 
Romer writes: 

"[Follain's] poems, very rarely more than fifteen lines or so in 
length, are vignettes . . . "  This is from the Introduction to 20th-
Century French Poems (Faber, 2002). 

That "fifteen lines" phrase struck me, and I suddenly wondered if 
quite a few of Follain's poems could be read as sonnets in
subterfuge, and if so why not try doing a transversion in that 
mode  . . .

/ 
Here's Stephen Romer on Follain:

Follain catches the instant and preserves it in aspic, or behind glass 
that is absolutely transparent: the speaker casts no shadow on his 
poems, which are rigourously impersonal in presentation—not 
once does Follain use the personal pronoun 'je', preferring always 
the neutral 'on'. . . . Perhaps no other poet of the century can 
suggest, with equal economy, such vertiginous and often desolating 
temporal perspectives.  Follain is also a crucial figure in providing a 
viable alternative to Surrealism, which he claimed to 'admire' but 
knew to be inimical to his own genius. . . . By reasserting the 
possibility of a poetry anchored in the world, and by inventing a 
new type of lyric poem, scoured of sentimentality and subjectivity, 
Jean Follain may prove, indeed, to be the major influence on the 
best [French] poets of the latter part of the century. . . .

(quoted from pages xxxiii/xxxiv of Romer's introduction to 20th-
Century French Poems)
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DREAM AMID BED-WOODS

You must pull down sheets from these linen trees,
Blankets too, a pillowcase in full leaf,
But can't: to snooze amidst their fruits, beneath
The sheath of that composite canopy's

Roost, you must raise yourself past hammock heights—
Up where its deepest roots feel doubly sapped,
That dormitory orchard might lie wrapped
And ripe with you, whose foliage still invites

More lure of surface sleep.  But must you trust
The ease in these boughs, the sway of whose loft
So often now wakes vows to never rest,

To somehow remain alow, to resist
All berth above: you must push off this soft
Palleted grove, this tall, forest mattress.

 /
The theme here must be one of the oldest in the human mind.  

The creatures from whom we are descended slept in trees, and 
surely we retain some vestige of that accommodation, far back in 
our psyches, our collective unconscious.  Children's fascination for 
and longing to inhabit tree-houses evinces it, and that desire, that 
urge to slumber up there in our earliest easement does still perhaps 
overcome us at times, especially in dreams—hence the "dream" of 
this poem.  

Every forest is a dormitory for the atavistic being we're still 
evolving from, who emerges nightly in search of his true boudoir.  

Every woods is a "bedwoods" for the backwoods boy in my brain.  

But of course the poem's a sonnet, so it must turn at the volta and 
struggle against the octave's obsessions, and refute or question its 
imperatives.  "Must" appears in every stanza, to emphasize the 
conflict, which in one sense is the deathwish, the wombwish to 
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regress into one's primeval impself.  

The lines are decasyllabic.  Rhyme ABBA CDDC for the quatrains, 
then EFE EFE for the tercets, but luckily I was able to slant the 
E's—trust/rest/resist/mattress—which (I thought, and still hope) 
softened them, slurred them in a sleepytime soundward, as a 
subliminal counterpoint to the rhetorical assertions of the 
concluding sentence of this two-sentence poem.
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